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Abstract—This paper suggest a latest reversible watermarking method. This originally identifies the part of the image using 
two different techniques .One is pixel Histogram Shifting and the other Dynamic Prediction Error Histogram Shifting. 
Histogram shifting modulation adaptively takes care of the local specificities of the image content. By applying it to the 
image prediction-errors and by considering their immediate neighborhood, the scheme we propose inserts data in textured 
areas where other methods fail to do so. This technique offers a very good compromise in terms of capacity and image 
quality preservation for medical images and natural images.  
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I. INTRODUCTION  
 
Watermarking is a data hiding technique. It deals 
with inserting some secret information on digital 
images so that it cannot be viewed by any outsider. 
Reversible watermarking is a data hiding technique 
that embeds secret information into a host media 
without any loss of information. For about ten years, 
several reversible watermarking schemes have been 
projected for caring images of sensitive content, like 
medical or military images, for which any change 
may force their interpretation [1]. These methods 
permit the user to restore exactly the original image 
from its watermarked version by removing the 
watermark. Thus it becomes feasible to restore the 
watermark content, as for example security attributes 
(e.g., one digital signature or some authenticity 
codes), at any time without adding new image 
distortions [2], [3]. However, if the reversibility 
property relaxes constraints of invisibility, it may also 
bring in discontinuity in data protection. In fact, the 
image is not confined once the watermark is 
removed. So, even though watermark removal is 
possible, its imperceptibility has to be assured as 
nearly all applications have a high curiosity in 
keeping the watermark in the image as long as 
possible, taking benefit of the continuous protection 
watermarking offers in the storage, transmission and 
also processing of the information [4]. This is the 
cause why, there is still a need for reversible 
techniques that launch the lowest distortion possible 
with high embedding capacity. In this paper a 
combination of expansion embedding along with 
invariant image classification is used. Our proposed 
method improves the PSNR value by reducing the 
image distortion.  

 
II. EXISTING SYSTEM 
 
Several methods for the introduction of watermarking 
was proposed in the Barton Patent [5].Recently  

 
proposed schemes use Expansion Embedding (EE) 
modulation [8], Histogram Shifting (HS) [7] 
modulation or the combination of both. The main 
advantage of the system is it removes the underflow 
and overflow. During the addition of watermark to an 
original image caution must be taken to prevent the 
Negative or Gray level values called underflow and 
positive values called overflows. 
Principally, EE modulation introduced by Thodi et al. 
[8] is an overview of Difference Expansion 
modulation proposed by Tian et al. [6] which 
expands the difference between two adjacent pixels 
by shifting to the left its binary representation. Thus 
the least significant bit (LSB) can be used for data 
insertion.. In [7], Ni et al. introduced the well-known 
Histogram Shifting (HS).Histogram Shifting adds 
grey values to some pixels due to which a range of 
classes of the image histogram is shifted and a ‘gap’ 
near the histogram maxima is created. Pixels which 
belong to the class of the histogram maxima 
(“Carrier-class”) are then shifted to the gap or kept 
unaffected to encode one bit of the message ’0’or ’1’. 
Other pixels (the “non carriers”) are simply shifted. 
Several techniques apply histogram Shifting to some 
transformed co-efficient or pixel prediction errors. 
As we will see later, different schemes working with 
prediction-errors do not watermark pixels within a 
neighborhood of high variance [9]–[11]; definitely, 
these pixels belong to histogram classes that are 
shifted without message embedding. Lately, Hwang 
et al. [10] enhanced the approach of Sachnev et al. 
They suggest defining the set of carrier-classes as the 
classes which minimize, for a known capacity, image 
distortion. Nevertheless, their set of carrier-classes is 
distinctively defined for the whole image and the 
execution time of this approach is quite high. 
Drawbacks of the Existing system. 

 Less Efficient 
 Causes Overflow and Underflow 
 Allows Discontinuity In Data Protection 
 More Distortions 
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III. PROPOSED SCHEME 
 
The proposed system used to adapt dynamically the 
carrier classes by using the local characteristics of the 
image. As mentioned before, our scheme relies on 
two main steps. The first one corresponds to an 
“invariant” classification process for the purpose of 
identifying different sets of image regions. These 
regions are then separately watermarked taking 
advantage of the most suitable HS modulation. From 
here on, we determined distinguishing two regions 
where HS is directly applied to the pixels or applied 
dynamically to pixel prediction-errors 
correspondingly. We will refer the previous 
modulation as PHS (for “Pixel Histogram Shifting”) 
and the later as DPEHS (for “Dynamic Prediction-
Error Histogram Shifting”).Our choice is based on 
our medical image data set, for which PHS may be 
more capable and simple than the DPEHS in the 
image black background, while DPEHS will be 
enhanced within regions where the signal is non-null 
and textured (e.g., the anatomical object).  
Advantages of Proposed System 

 Robustness 
 Picture is well protected 
 Original image can be retained 

without any loss of information 
 Better pixel prediction 
 Higher Embedding Capacity 

 
IV. IMPLEMENTATION 
During implementation various modules are observed 
 User Module 
In this module user gets login for secret data sharing 
by correct adding username and password. The user 
sends privacy image for secret communication. 
 Invariant Image Classification 
Here two invariant images is made as input. 
Watermarking is done on the image and them 
reversible watermarking is done. The Method allows 
the user to retain the original image by removing the 
watermark embedded. 
 Histogram Shifting Modulation 
In this module, dynamic histogram is done. 
Reversible watermarking is also known as lossless 
watermarking. It completely removes the watermark 
and exactly recovers the original signal or image. The 
direct approach to reversible watermarking uses 
lossless compression to substitute parts of the host 
with their compressed versions and the watermark 
data. For about ten years several reversible 
watermarking schemes have been proposed for 
protecting images of sensitive content, like medical or 
military images. For which any modification may 
impact their interpretation. These methods allow the 
user to restore exactly the original image from its 
watermarked version by removing the watermark. 
Thus it becomes possible to update the watermark 
content at any time without adding new image 
distortions. If the reversibility property relaxes 

constraints of invisibility it may also introduce 
discontinuity in data protection. In fact, the image is 
not protected once the watermark is removed. So 
even though watermark removal is possible its 
imperceptibility has to be guaranteed as most 
applications have a high interest in keeping the 
watermark in the image as long as possible taking 
advantage of the continuous protection watermarking 
offers in the storage, transmission and also processing 
of the information. This is the reason why there is 
still a need for reversible techniques that introduce 
the lowest distortion possible with high embedding 
capacity.Since the introduction of the concept of 
reversible water-marking several methods have been 
proposed. Among these solutions, most recent 
scheme use Expansion Embedding (EE) modulation, 
Histogram Shifting (HS) modulation more recently 
their combination also used. One of the main 
concerns with these modulations is to avoid under-
flows and overflows. Indeed with the addition of a 
watermark signal to the image, caution must be taken 
to avoid gray level value under flows such as 
negative and over flows such as greater than d bit 
depth image in the watermarked image while 
minimizing at the same time image distortion. 
Basically EE modulation is a generalization of 
Difference Expansion modulation which expands the 
difference between two adjacent pixels by shifting to 
the left its binary representation, thus creating a new 
virtual least significant bit (LSB) that can be used for 
data insertion. Then EE has been applied in some 
transformed domains such as the wavelet domain or 
to prediction-errors. EE is usually associated with 
LSB substitution applied to samples that cannot be 
expanded due to the signal dynamic limits or in order 
to preserve the image quality. In Histogram Shifting 
(HS) modulation it adds gray values to some pixels in 
order to shift a range of classes of the image 
histogram and to create a gap near the histogram. 
 Error Refinement  
Identification of the error and refining is done in this 
stage. A part of the message is embedded using 
Histogram Prediction Method and the Other using 
Dynamic Prediction Error Histogram Shifting 
Method.  
 
V. PROCESS LIST 
 
Original Image- 

 Create predictive error values 
 Generate Histogram 

Embedding Process- 
 Shift the histogram and embed secret 

image 
 Convert Predictive Error Value 

Reversing Process- 
 Extracting and Recovering the Original 

Image 
 Convert Predictive Error Value 
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Fig 1: Block Diagram of Embedding and Extraction 

 
For the bidirectional Histogram Shifting Modulation 
there is a step by step method for calculating the 
predictive errors of the image 

 
 Create the predictive errors 
 Generate the histogram of the image by 

Histogram shifting algorithm 
 Shift the Histogram and embed the secret 

data 
 Convert the predictive error values 
 Extracting the secret data and recover the 

predictive error values 
 
VI. PREDICTIVE ERROR  VALUES 
 
The embedding process of our proposed scheme 
involves calculating the prediction errors to generate 
a difference. Image from the correlation of the 
neighborhood pixels are then embedding the secret 
bits in the prediction errors. Here we cannot predict 
the complete image at one go as in traditional 
prediction technique because in the case the error 
propagation will be very large. So, to generate the 
prediction errors, an image is divided into non-
overlapping blocks and then uses the prediction 
technique to generate the prediction error blocks. 

 
VII. MODIFIED SHIFTING ALGORITHM 
 
The histogram shifting technique is used in reversible 
watermarking process. Since, we know that the 
difference image histogram comes from prediction 
error, its histogram follows a laplacian distribution 
and hence it will consist of peaks centered around 
non-zero and zero points near the extremes. So in 
order to achieve high embedding capacity we first 
describe how to select peak points and achieve 
shifting. The modified shifting algorithm is as shown 
below. 
 

1. Search for the two maxima or peak points, 
i.e. error values having the highest number 
of pixels values. 

2. Find the corresponding zero points (m1, m2) 
such that m1 is just smaller to the peak point 

(M1) and m2 is just greater than second peak 
point (M2). 

3. Shift the histogram between (m1, M1) left 
by 1 unit and histogram between (M2,m2) 
right by one unit. 

Traditional histogram shifting algorithm is based on 
pixel values which utilizes the redundancy of the host 
image statistical information to hide secret data. 

 
VIII.  PREVENTION OF OVERFLOW AND 

UNDERFLOW 
 
Modification to a pixel may not be allowed if the 
pixel is saturated (0 or 255).Pixels causing overflow 
and underflow errors should be excluded. The 
condition  

 
is used for finding such problematic pixels. To 
prevent overflow and underflow we adopt histogram 
shifting technique that narrows the histogram from 
both sides. Note that single layer data hiding process 
consist of white and grey data hiding. Let us assume 
that the number of peak points that we use to embed 
messages is L. We shift the histogram from both sides 
by L unit to prevent overflow and underflow since the 
pixel xi that satisfies di ≥ L will be shifted by L unit 
after the embedding occurred. 
After narrowing down the histogram to the range [L, 
255-L], we need to record the histogram shifting 
information as overhead bookkeeping information. 
For this purpose we create a one bit map as the 
location map, whose size is equal to the size of the 
host image. For a pixel whose Grey Scale value is in 
the range [L, 255-L] we assign a value 0 in the 
location map. Otherwise we assign a value 1. 
Location map is losslessly compressed by the run-
length coding algorithm which enables a large 
increase in compression ability since pixels out of the 
range [L, 255-L] are few and almost contiguous. We 
know that the maximum modification to a pixel is 
limited to L according to the proposed scheme. As a 
result shifting the histogram from both sides by L 
units enables us to avoid occurring of overflow and 
underflow. Note that peak points at every hiding pass 
and the location map need to be forwarded to the 
recipient. In order to exactly extract the message thus 
the overhead information needs to be embedded into 
the host image together with the embedded message. 

 
IX. LOWER BOUND OF PSNR 
 
Obviously the pixel xi whose difference di is larger 
than peak point will be either increased or decreased 
by 1 in the data embedding process with one peak 
point. Therefore, in the worst case all pixel values 
will be decreased or increased by 1 but the first pixel. 
That is, the resulted mean square error (MSE) is (N-
1)/N , which is almost equal to 1 where N is large 
enough. Thus, the lower bound of PSNR for the 
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watermarked image generated from the embedded 
process with one peak point is 
 

 
As a result the lower bound of PSNR for the 
watermarked Image generated by our proposed 
algorithm with one peak point is theoretically is 
proved larger than 48 dB, which is also supported by 
our numerous experiments.   
 
X. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 
 
A new reversible watermarking scheme has been 
proposed that is Reversible Watermarking , which 
originality stands in identifying parts of the image 
that are watermarked using two distinct HS 
modulations. Pixel Histogram Shifting and Dynamic 
prediction Error Histogram Shifting (DPEHS). This 
allows us to regain the original image without any 
loss of content by removing the watermark 
embedded. It also prevents overflow and underflow 
error. By better making into account the signal 
content specificities, our scheme offers a very good 
compromise in terms of capacity and image quality 
preservation for both medical and natural images. 
 
CONCLUSION  
 
This paper helps to hide information in data for the 
purpose of protection and authentication. The secret 
information which is in bit form can be embedded 
and removed without any loss of data in the original 
image. In this histogram shifting modulation Odd-
Even histogram shifting algorithm has been obtained 
were both payload and PSNR value will be high were 
we can embed the secret image with less distortion 
and error.  
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